BALTIC ADVOCACY DAY STUDY PACKET
Thank you for volunteering to help with Baltic Advocacy Day! For many Members of Congress (MoCs) and
their staffs, hearing directly from a passionate constituent may be the most important means of action to
influence him or her to be an advocate for your cause, or introduce or vote for legislation that supports
your cause. From this Baltic Advocacy Day, we hope to continue to build the relationship between
Congress and the Baltic nations, raise awareness of security and disinformation issues, and express our
thanks for the support Congress has already shown for the region. As you know, the Baltic countries have
long been targets of Moscow, but since Russia’s land grabs in Ukraine and Crimea, and now direct
interference with democracy in the United States, European security depends ever more on maintaining
strong democracies on its eastern borders. Thank you very much for your advocacy!

What happens during a meeting with a congressional office?
Depending on the availability of the congressional office, each attendee should have three meetings: one
with their member in the House of Representatives and one for each of their two Senators. Attendees
will most likely meet with staffers who focus on foreign affairs issues rather than with their actual MoC
because Congress will not be in session on May 3rd. Meetings generally last between 15-20 minutes, so
feel free to pick two to three issues that you feel most passionate and knowledgeable about.

Connecting the issues to the Member’s district and to your personal experience is the most effective way
to advocate with MoCs and their staff. You will have the most impact by talking about your family’s story,
the story of the Baltic States, and their pursuit of freedom and democracy. Talk about your communities,
traditions, and why you, as a Baltic-American, are on Capitol Hill advocating for strong US-Baltic ties. As a
constituent and a voter, you put a face to the issues.
Potential stories:
How have you been involved in the Baltic community in the United States?
How was your family story of coming to the United States?
What is your current relationship with people in the Baltic states?

What issues are we discussing?
1. Military support
We support continued strong funding for the European Deterrence Initiative (EDI) and Foreign Military
Financing (FMF) for the Baltic countries. We appreciate the increased 2017 funding levels, and we
support further necessary increases for both programs in the next budget cycle as part of the National
Defense Authorization Act (NDAA).
We support having U.S. troops permanently deployed in the Baltic countries, in coordination with
Enhanced Forward Presence (EFP) deployments currently underway in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. The
Baltics are important providers of valuable capabilities with respective NATO Centers of Excellence: cyber
(Estonia), strategic communications (Latvia), and energy security (Lithuania). Each country also has
important relationships with their respective partner states and their National Guards: Maryland
(Estonia), Michigan (Latvia), and Pennsylvania (Lithuania). These ties, and their people-to-people
components, should be supported.

Background
EDI is one of the primary U.S. programs to fund NATO allies to improve their capabilities, readiness, and
infrastructure to support NATO deployments. Under President Obama, EDI's budget was increased from
$800 million in 2016 to $3.4 billion in 2017: see this NYT article.
Under President Trump, EDI's budget is being increased further to $4.8 billion in 2018 and $6.5 billion in
2019: this DoD report has details.
For some good context about NATO and security in the Baltics, see this Carnegie Endowment report.
Bottom line: EDI and its budget increases are critical to ensuring deterrence of Moscow's aggression
into the Baltics.

2. House Baltic Caucus/Senate Baltic Freedom Caucus membership
The House Baltic Caucus (HBC) grew by over 20 members in 2017 – its largest increase since its founding
in 1997. There are currently 74 members of this bipartisan caucus. The Senate Baltic Freedom Caucus
(SBFC) has eight current members and is being reinvigorated. Caucus members share an interest in issues
related to Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, and in the active transatlantic ties between the United States
and these three NATO partners. Ask that the Member of Congress you’re visiting join the appropriate
chamber’s caucus.
Background

House Baltic Caucus and Senate Baltic Freedom Caucus website: http://housebalticcaucus.webs.com/
• Before you meet with your Senator or Representative, MAKE SURE YOU KNOW IF S/HE IS IN THEIR
CAUCUS
• A list of all Representatives and Senators in the Caucuses is here: https://www.jbanc.org/housebaltic-caucus
• Joining the Caucus demonstrates commitment in promoting opportunities to strengthen the economic
and political relationships between the U.S. and our NATO allies in Eastern Europe.
• To join the HBC, please contact: Rep. John Shimkus (R-IL) or Rep. Adam Schiff (D-CA)
• To join the SBFC, please contact: Sen. Richard Durbin (D-IL) or Sen. Charles E. Grassley (R-IA)
• Once members join a Caucus, they are better informed by the co-chairs’ offices on U.S.-Baltic
related developments. Caucus offices are then also plugged in regularly on Baltic-American issues
and concerns from JBANC and other Baltic-American organizations. Caucus offices thus become
first-line contacts for outreach on legislation and other developments.

3. Sanctions
The Baltic-American communities worked hard to support passage of the Countering America’s
Adversaries Through Sanctions Act (CAATSA), signed into law in August 2017 following near unanimous
congressional passage. We also strongly support continued targeted sanctions via the Magnitsky and
Global Magnitsky Acts. Strong sanctions against the Putin regime should be continued – and increased –
as Russia does nothing to ameliorate its behavior, whether on a national scale or by its corrupt Putin
cronies. These laws need to be implemented as designed.
Background
• The Trump administration has recently imposed sanctions on Russian oligarchs:
http://time.com/5230665/russian-oligarchs-us-sanctions/
• The sanctions are proving effective when they are implemented, especially in coordination with our
European allies.

4. Countering the Kremlin’s disinformation
Funding for programs to help fight against the Kremlin’s propaganda and disinformation campaigns needs
to be increased. Levels allocated for the Global Engagement Center and other programs are insufficient
when scaled against the massive amounts that the Kremlin puts into discrediting the United States, its
allies, and Western values.
Background
Countering the Kremlin’s disinformation
• This March 4, 2018 NYT article discusses the State Dept.'s Global Engagement Center (GEC) and how it
needs investment (which has already been budgeted by Congress, but funds have not been utilized).
The GEC does not have a single Russian-speaking analyst on its staff, and a department hiring freeze
has halted efforts to recruit computer experts needed to track propaganda efforts by Putin's
government.
• Ask your MoC to urge our President and our new Secretary of State to invest in the State Department's
Global Engagement Center, enabling it to counter Moscow's post-Soviet propaganda machine. The
GEC is charged with leading the U.S. government’s efforts to counter disinformation from foreign
countries and terrorist organizations.

5. Support for Energy Security
The U.S. needs to remain engaged in protecting energy security for its European allies. While support for
export of U.S. energy supplies to the Baltic countries is welcome, particularly in the from of Liquified
Natural Gas (LNG), we also need to actively push back against efforts to build the Nord Stream 2 pipeline,
which is a security threat to the Baltics, and particularly Ukraine. Efforts such as the bipartisan March 15
letter of 39 Senators should be taken into serious consideration, and we would welcome a similar letter
from the House. Also, we need to discourage the construction of the Astravets Nuclear Power Plant in
Belarus, as it poses a dangerous threat to Lithuania and its neighbors.

• The Nord Stream 2 project will entrench Russian dominance of the European gas market, and it
destroys the concept of diversifying supplies. This increases European dependence on Russian gas for
the long term, significantly strengthening Russia's political hand in Europe. (Financial Times: Nord
Stream 2: A Test of German Power). This makes U.S. allies in Central and Eastern Europe significantly
more vulnerable to Russian political control and military might, potentially for decades.
• The pipeline will also provide new funding for Putin’s regime, which will spend the proceeds on
propaganda, repression, new wars, and annexations. (The Guardian: The pipeline feeding billions to
Putin ... evading sanctions on the way). It would also lead to potential loss for Ukraine of some $2
billion per year of Russian gas transit fees, undermining its war-torn economy and investment by the
U.S. and EU in reforms there. (Reuters: Up against Germany, EU bid for gas talks with Moscow falters)
• Here at home, American LNG producers will lose a significant potential business opportunity.

6.

Support the House Resolution on the Baltic countries - H. Res. 826

House Resolution 826 was introduced on April 13, and congratulates Estonia’s, Latvia’s, and Lithuania’s
100th anniversary of independence, coming on the heels of the Senate’s unanimous passage of S.Res.
432. Specifically, it resolves the following:
1) notes Estonia’s, Latvia’s, and Lithuania’s 100th anniversary of independence, 27th anniversary of their
restoration of independence from the Soviet Union, and the steadfast political, economic, social, and
military progress the Baltic States have since made;
2) reiterates the continued support of the House for the European Deterrence Initiative as a means for
enhancing deterrence and increasing military capabilities on North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s
eastern flank;
3) calls on the President to continue building the close and mutually beneficial political, economic,
educational, research, and security relations the United States has enjoyed with Estonia, Latvia, and
Lithuania since regaining their independence from the Soviet Union.
This resolution only has a handful of co-sponsors (10 as of May 1st). It should be a no-brainer for broad
bipartisan support. By asking our Representatives to co-sponsor this Resolution, the House would join the
Senate in sending a clear message of solidarity with the Baltic nations and acknowledgement of their
position on the front lines of Russian aggression.

Thank you again for supporting this important
day of Baltic advocacy!

#BalticAdvocacyDay2018

